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TIPLR

A world of travel tips
Tiplr is a travel platform that allows users to create and
discover travel tips from other travelers or from professional
publishers and organize them into guides using a feature
known as the “Suitcase”. Tiplr is travel information you can
actually use
The platform interface has a simple and clear design in order
to let the user focusing on the content and on the images
which are a key element of the identity
My role on the Tiprl project was very versatile and I served as
Creative Director, Product Designer, PM and QA. I developed
the concept and the brand identity, I designed the UX and UI
for both iOS app and website.
The app and the site are interoperable. The mobile app
has some extra key features related to the portability of the
product. On this portfolio I’m showcasing the app.

iOS App
Sketch

Brand Identity
Photoshop

UX/Ui
Illustrator

Zeplin

Trello
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TIPLR
The Discovery Section
After the login/signup process the user lands on the
Editor’s Choice screen, where the a selection of tips has
been curated by the editor.
I wanted a minimalistic approach to enlighten the images. I
allowed enough room on the margins and use a clean sansserif font to assure readability.
The travel tips are supposed to be unique and noteworthy
pieces: like gems. On that respect I decided to present
them as cards, vertically scrollable, to allow the user to
focus on one post at a time, but making also the other
cards easily accessible.
The user has always access to the app’s sections from the
tab bar: Discovery, Create, Suictase and Profile
The header bar gives access to features within the section
selected from the tab bar.
The settings are reachable either from the discovery section
or from the profile.
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TIPLR
The Discovery section offers two more options to navigate throught the app content:

Map View - The map is
searchable and the tips are
presented as markers along
with the travel category icon.
Group of tips are clustered at
different zoom levels. Once
a marker is tapped, the tip
card pops out on the bottom
of the screen to provide a
bit more of information, and
let the user either decide
to open the tip or keep
navigating.

Explore View - This view
offers a list of world’s countries
organized by macro regions
to immediately direct the user
towards his destination. Each
image visually conveys to the
area of interest and, once is
tapped, a list of the countries
come up, when a country is
selected the system shows the
list view of the tip cards related
to that specific country.
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TIPLR
The Travel Tip
Everything on this app focuses around the
travel tip, which are mostly created by the
users. Tips are pieces of travel information,
pretty much like a blog articles, but better
organized and collectables.
The tips are presented as cards on lists,
profiles and maps. Each card contains the key
elements to make the user decide either to
open or not the tip.
Once the user decides to open the tip tapping
the title, the card expands in a screen taht
overlaps the section.
Now the user has an enlarged openable
picture that visually shows the expansion and
there is much more information.
The tip can be closed swiping down the screen
or with the “X” on the top left, to go back to
the initial status.
Once the user starts swiping up a bar pops
up on the bottom of the screen, allowing to
collect, like or share the tip.
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TIPLR

Create a Tip

The “Suitcase”

Guides

On the tab bar is easily recognizable a
creation icon (+), tapping on it brings
the user to the first action necessary
to create a tip: picking or taking the
photo that will be the tip face.

The suitcase is the space wher a user
collects all the tips saved during the app’s
navigation. The suitcase section is split
in “Tips” and “Guides”, the latters are
organized in the top part of the screen and
are horizontally scrollable. This creates a
sense of hierarchy with the tip cards.

A guide is a collection of tips
organized in chapters, this feature is
completely customizable by the user
for a deep personal experience and
for an easy access while traveling.
Even offline.
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TIPLR

Profiles
The profile section has the ability to
show tip cards as list view or as grid
view. This feature is activable with a
toggle button and it makes the tips
more searchable.
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TIPLR

Tiplr Identity
The logo represent an air-baloon, but at the same time is a
map-marker and a pen, that symbolizes the tip creation.

NEW YORK
GUIDE

Tiplr. A World of Travel Tips
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IMMORTALIZE
Every life story deserves to be told

Immortalize is a social media platform that aims to keep
record of the legacies of our loved ones. The user can build
his own profile with all the most important events of his life.
Other users can post memories on his profile and once he
passes away, people designated by him can have access to
his profile and managed it. Immortalize allows users to be
mentored by others by sharing each others experiences.
I served as creative director for this project. With my team we
designed the brand identity, the website and the mobile app.

Mobile App
Sketch

Website
Photoshop

Brand Identity
Illustrator

UX/Ui
Zeplin

Trello
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IMMORTALIZE

The logo we conceived for Immortalize encapsulates the idea of infinity
combined with the three stages of life: childhood, adolescence, and
adulthood. Following the client’s vision we worked on a unique user
experience, accessible to users of all ages and mainly based on people
profiles.
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IMMORTALIZE

Immortalize is based on people (alive and passed-away) and on their location/origin. The main screen of the app is composed by tiles
representing people; to create a distinction between alive and passed-away we used a chromatic technique (color vs. B&W) that has a big
visual impact without creating unnecessary distraction, since the screen is already enough busy. Tapping on a tile, it revelas the single profile
informations and confirms the type of user, double tapping will prompt to the profile screen. The map view, accessible with a toggle gives to the
navigation screen a geographic dimension.
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IMMORTALIZE

Profile and Timepieces
Every profile contains the timepieces, which
are memories and key elements of this app.
They are repesented as cards and contain
relevant pieces of the person’s life. The user
can create timepieces for himself and for
other profiles from the (+) button that pops
out in the green accent color on each profile.
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WIKIREVIEWS
Trusted recommendations from your community
WikiReviews is a social media platform that allows users to
read and create trusted reviews about businesses, products,
movies and people.
The client was looking for a designer with a unique taste for a
warm and exquisite style and the capability to combine it with
a great user experience. I took care of their vision from the
very beginning: designing the logo, brand identity, website
and mobile apps. I also directed a team designing icons and
illustrations for the project.

Mobile App
Sketch

Website
Photoshop

Brand Identity
Illustrator

UX/Ui
Zeplin

Icons
Trello
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WIKIREVIEWS

Search

Navigation

Wikireviews’database contains millions of businesses, products and movies.
Searchability here is the key and showing the results with a considerable amount of info
in a clean way, has been one of the main challenges due to the project’s strict specs.

Being the screens very busy, I wanted to keep the
tab bar as much as clean possible. The central
button with the Wikireviews logo on the bar allows
to open a pop-up screen, isolated from the rest and
populated with a big selection wheel, like a remote
control.
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WIKIREVIEWS

Reviews
The reviewing process should be as much
as direct possible, but at the same time on
Wikireviews the user has 3 ways to create
reviews.
After assigning the number of stars, that on
Wikireviews can be zero as well, the user will
pick the type of review’s creation way: Text,
Dictation or Video.
Video reviews are a unique, great and
immediate way to share a recommendation.
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WIKIREVIEWS
Website
Wikireviews’website home page has the scope to
lead the users to the information most relevant to
them. I managed to create several call to actions with
different topics and a predominant search tool. The
data are showed from the user location, in order to
customize completely the experience.
At the same time it is important to have the user
creating his own reviews, for that purpose I put a
specific CTA in the middle of the navigation flow.
Visible but not invasive.

Gamification Elements
Wikireviews users are rewarded for their contribution
to the platform. I designed a visual concept based on
3 levels: avatar shape, badges and coins to visually
convey the user’s achievements.
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SERENDIPITY
Where chance encounters are a thing of the past!
Serendipity is a social media app that helps people
connecting each other within 6 degrees boundaries: the
client vision is an application that relates users through their
common acquaintance.
I translated the client’s concept into an appealing and usable
experience, taking care of all the aspect of the product
design.

iOS App
Photoshop

UX/Ui
Illustrator
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SERENDIPITY

Radar & Map Views
Serendipity is about people and their proximity to the user on different levels. The
application starts with the “Radar” view (from the tab bar, the user has 3 options to
search for people).
The radar shows the user’s connections and other people within a radius to be set.
On the top part of the screen 4 filters allows to narrow the circle of people.
The “Map” view brings the same concept to a geographic level. The user and his
experience are always central.
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SERENDIPITY

List View
To go deeper into acquaintances, the “List” view allows to get more information about these people.
Family members can be added into a special section and. It’s possible to track them.
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SERENDIPITY

My Profile

The 6 Degrees

Calls

I wanted to allow great importance to
photos, since the app has an implicit
“dating” aspect too.

This app’s vision is related to the
popular concept that everyone in the
world is separated for a top 6 degrees.
This screen shows the combinations and
the relation between the two users.

Serendpity wants to be a on-stop-shop
application. Once two users are connected,
they can contact each other without leaving
the app. I wanted to design this section
matching the iOS style to keep it familiar
for the users.
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B&D HOME
Bring Italy Home

B&D Home is a top quality furniture company based in Florence,
Italy, with 40 years of tradition. Their products are customized and
crafted by Italian artisans which create unique finishes for each
product.
For this project I served as creative director and designer.

Home

Their previous brand identity has been the same for the past 40
years and it required to be reinterpretate with a new modern
approach. I proposed a minimalist concept, adaptable to different
materials, tools and digital products. My work started with the
selection of the right font for the new brand identity.The color
palette has been identified for the strong connection with natural
materials and as a reminder to the Tuscan origins of the company.
I approached the design of their new website with the clear idea
that the images of the products should outstand.

Responsive Website
Sketch

Photoshop

Brand Identity
Illustrator

UX/Ui
Wordpress

Frontend
Elementor
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B&D HOME

The website, entirely built by me with Elementor for Wordpress, after designing it with Sketch, starts with a video
playing in loop and showing dinamically the key points of the company.
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B&D HOME

A bright layout allows the pictures (all selected by miyself among dozens) to stand out, and looks working
well on both mobile and desktop versions.
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B&D HOME

Showing products on white background next to ambiented photos gives warmth and
detail at the same time.
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B&D HOME
B&D Identity
The logo and more generally the identity of this project are the
quintessential of simplicity. I played around the slight modification
of a beautiful sans-serif font: Spinnaker. The final result is a clean
versatile and modern monogram logo.

Home
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COORDINAIRE
Connect, Collaborate, Care

Coordinaire is a healthcare platform that aims to strengthen
the communication between healthcare providers. The project
is for individuals of the medical community with the goal of
making more efficient their workflow through technology.
I created an identity focused around their tagline (connect,
collaborate, care) Illustrating the 3 points of strenght into one
heart icon shaped as a puzzle.
I was also in charge to revamp the user experience and
redesign the interface of Coordinaire’s responsive website to
improve the usability.

Responsive Website
Sketch

Photoshop

Brand Identity

UX/Ui

Illustrator

Zeplin

Trello
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COORDINAIRE

The introductory splash page is very powerful. I was able to combine graphic elements from the brand identity with a strong
image that conveys immediately to the project’s goals.
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COORDINAIRE

Titles and subtitles pops out in a subtle way, allowing dynamism to the pages.
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COORDINAIRE

A system of icons is always necessary to reinforce the text and convey the message on the web.
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COORDINAIRE

Coordinaire is mainly a web application that helps healthcare providers to organize their workflow and keep track of all their
patients. I re-developed the user interface of the software to match the new company identity in a more usable environment.
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COORDINAIRE

THANK YOU
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